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Hi, I’m Gary Alexander. Some of you know my book, eGaia. I worked for the Open University for 37 years before retiring. I was in the Technology Faculty 
with Godfrey, Dave, Tam, Derek, etc. at the time when Radical Technology was published. I’ve since been on the Board of the Transition Network, and been 
part of lots of local projects.
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Green Growth? What does it mean?

GDP Growth, current model, 

all driven by money, 
but more ‘green’ businesses

Growth in the wellbeing 
of people and planet

Green Growth? What is it that is growing? For many people, it means growth in GDP, or conventional economic growth but with more ‘green’ businesses 
and government policies. I don’t think this will solve our problems.
We do need growth, but in the wellbeing of people and planet. That means in the number of people who see themselves, not in competition with each 
other, but as partners who want to join together to serve each other and the living world. 
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Interlude: The Bigger Picture

For the first few hundred thousand years of human evolution humans were the ultimate cooperative ape: We lived in small nomadic cooperative bands.  It was because of 
that the we developed language, culture, tool use, abstract thought. That was the CHILDHOOD of our species.
The past few thousand years have been the ADOLESCENCE of humanity:  civilisation with standing armies, empires, money & markets, globalisation, global tools and 
links,
This has reached its limits within our lifetimes: 1st third - no environmental awareness, lots of people problems, 2nd third: dawning of environmental movement, RT 1.0 
was very early. 3rd third: reaching Earth’s limits, environmental problems hit.
ADULTHOOD: A new society that looks after people and planet is growing in embryo. It is happening but isn’t inevitable.



Green GDP growth?

• Takes for granted current global 
economic structure


• All economic areas 
dominated by a few 
competing global companies


• Dominated/controlled by 
global financial system


• Driving force is to make 
money, optimised for that


• “Greenness” on top of that 
because of worries about 
climate change
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A few more words about green GDP growth and its problems, but I want to spend most of my few minutes on the emerging vision of growth in wellbeing 
for people and planet.



The present economic system just does not work!
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the emperor has no clothes...

“The market” dominated by small numbers of competing global corporations, isn’t the vision  most supporter of ‘the market’ think about. Our global 
system of exchange aimed at profit, not wellbeing, is at the  heart of why the climate is changing and there is mass extinction of species, etc.  There is still 
so much corruption, so many wars, poverty and mistreatment. That market vision is a disastrous mistake. 



Growth in wellbeing 
of people and planet

• Fundamental issue: to the root 
of our problems


• All life is one family. We look 
after ourselves.


• Co-operating, partnering, 
“global family looking after all 
people”: “there are no others, 
there’s only us”


• Audience: Do you see 
yourselves like this? 

• What proportion of people 
share these values?
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What needs to grow, the real ‘green growth’, is growth in wellbeing for people and planet.



• We are building a Global 
Partnership


• Starting with those that share 
these values.


• Growing a new green trading 
system, within the existing 
economy. 


• We don’t need to wait for Green 
or Left parties to take power, 
but partnerships with 
governments are a great help.
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Growth in wellbeing 
of people and planet

This is happening now, and I expect many people at this conference have been involved in this for a very long time.



A few of the starting points…
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There are many starting points. Here are just a few. I’m sure you can add many more. The next step is for them to begin to join up in whatever ways 
possible. 



Emilia Romagna, Italy

• The Italian Region Where Co-ops 
Produce a Third of Its GDP


• a web of cooperatives, small 
businesses, service 
organisations, in a loose web of 
mutual support 


• a dynamic partnership between 
business, labour, and government


• “a day in the life…” (from YES 
magazine.)
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Emilia Romagna in Italy is an important illustration of a starting point. Here’s a short description from Yes magazine: “You wake up and head to your job at 
a small company you own and manage together with your fellow workers, doing high-tech, advanced manufacturing. For lunch, you swing by a restaurant 
owned by another worker cooperative, a national-scale firm that serves millions of customers each year. Back at work, you’ve got a meeting with a local 
agricultural co-op that exports across the world. Later, you meet up with your partner, who works in a social cooperative jointly owned by caregivers and 
the elders who live and receive care there. The two of you swing by the local grocery store—part of a national chain owned by its millions of customers—
and pick up a bottle of co-op-produced wine.”



Transition Network
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The Transition Network is a major starting point.  I was on the Board for 4 years and I’m still active in the National Hubs, working on setting up an English 
National Hub. This short trailer for their film In Transition 2.0 is at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XKN3RLkEGfM . 



Enspiral
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Enspiral: A New Zealand group that is building online tools for itself, for exchange and group coordination. Loomio is one of their products.  Very short 
video at http://enspiral.com/network-overview/ .



Ecobasa
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A short video about Ecobasa. See https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9P0vCR7DDPHly81cNQ_vyw . A German group that is developing tools, very sweet.



The Green Economy: 
A co-operative exchange system

• Made easy by ‘killer app(s)’


• Relationship of trust and mutual 
support kept stable through 
Information:


• Real costs: quality, 
environmental & resource 
impact, social effects


• Reputation: feedback on 
transactions that includes 
dimensions on people and 
planet care
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As you saw in my examples, many groups are exploring this, each with their own flavour. Here is what I think is most important.
This is the kind of information information that reduces the power of money.



• Prices/salaries/wages that are 
fair to all parties


• across the supply chain


• Open books


• salary/wage ranges


• profit margins
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The Green Economy: 
Where money is used

A major goal is to reduce the power of money and the financial system. Here are some ways to do this.



The Green Economy:  
Gift economy

• Reducing need/dependence on 
money


• Giving and receiving favours in 
a defined group


• Part of reputation: transactions 
and feedback part of public 
record
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A major gift economy dimension. Mix of money and favours.



A mature  human culture?
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The goal is an economy with governance that works for people and planet, growing within the existing society. People globally working together for this, 
starting at the bottom, autonomous groups collaborating with their neighbours at many scales.


